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Abstract 
This paper surveys some new results and constructions on BIBDs and related designs including 
RBIBDs, GDDs, packing and covering designs, etc. A certain number of related open problems are 
also discussed. 
1. Inroduction 
Let v3 k32 and 2 be positive integers. Let X be a finite set of points and let a be 
a family of some subsets (called blocks) of X. A pair (X, g) is called a balanced 
incomplete block design (BIBD) B[k, A; v] if 
(i) lXI=v, 
(ii) the blocks are of size k, 
(iii) every pairset {x, y) c X is contained in exactly /z blocks of 8. 
Simple counting shows the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. A necessary condition for the existence of a BIBD B[k, 4 v] is that 
2(0-1)-O (mod k-l) and lu(v-l)=O (modk(k-1)). 
A difficult combinatorial problem is the determination of those parameters v, k, 1 
for which a BIBD B [k, I; u] exists. An answer to this problem has been proposed (see 
[19, p. 2481, but its author appears to be unknown. 
Existence conjecture. Given k and 1, there exists a constant M = M(k, A) such that for 
o>M, there exists a BIBD B[k,I;v] iff i(v-l)~O(modk-1) and ~v(v-l)=O 
(mod k(k - 1)). 
In 1975, Wilson [65] solved the existence conjecture affirmatively. His theory 
guarantees the existence of a constant M = M(k, I) which is sufficiently large. Since the 
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theory is based on the Dirichlet theorem on primes in arithmetical progressions, the 
term ‘sufficiently large’ remains to be specified. In another direction, Hanani [21] 
discussed the existence of BIBDs B[k, A.; u] for small values of k. In 1975, Hanani [21] 
summarized the known results for k = 3,4, 5 and discussed the case of k = 6,7, where 
the related designs such as group divisible designs, packing and covering designs were 
also discussed. Since then, much progress has been made. A recent book, ‘Design 
Theory’ by Beth et al. [S], and a recent paper, ‘Design theory: an update’ by 
Jungnickel [27], provide good summaries. In this paper, we mention some of the latest 
results on BIBDs and related designs and discuss some constructions which seem to 
deserve attention. 
2. Balanced incomplete block designs (BIBDs) 
As is stated in Theorem 1.1, the necessary condition for the existence of a BIBD 
B[k, A; V] is as follows: 
/Z(u-l)=O(modk-l), 
%u(u - 1) ~0 (mod k(k - 1)). 
(2.1) 
For each point in a BIBD, the number of blocks containing the point is a constant 
number (independent of the point), denoted by I-. Let b denote the number of all 
blocks. These two parameters are not independent since we have 
vr = bk, (2.2) 
r(k-l)=A(o-1). (2.3) 
For small parameters, there are some tables for the existence of BIBDs. Hanani 
[21] gave a table for ~~43. Mathon and Rosa [37] gave a table for ~~41. For small 
values of k, Hanani [21] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let i, and v > k be positive integers. For any k, 3 <k < 5, condition (2.1) is 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of BIBD B[k, A; v], except for the nonexisting 
design B[5,2; 151. 
For k = 6, Hanani [Zl] solved the case i > 1 and Mills [43] almost solved the case 
A= 1 leaving 165 possible exceptions. This was improved by Mullin et al. [46], Zhu 
Lie et al. [74] and Mullin [44]. These results can be summarized in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 1 and v>6 be positive integers. Condition (2.1) is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a BIBD B[6, i; 01, except for four nonexisting designs 
B[6,2; 211, B[6, 1; 161, B[6, 1; 211, B[6, 1; 361, and 94 possible exceptions B[6, 1; v] 
where the values of v are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
46 51 61 81 141 166 171 196 201 226 
231 246 256 261 276 286 291 316 321 336 
346 351 376 406 411 436 441 466 471 486 
496 501 526 561 591 616 621 646 651 676 
706 711 736 741 766 771 796 801 831 886 
891 916 946 1071 1096 1101 1131 1141 1156 1161 
1176 1186 1191 1221 1246 1251 1276 1396 1401 1456 
1461 1486 1491 1516 1521 1546 1611 1641 1671 1816 
1821 1851 1881 1971 2031 2241 2601 3201 3471 3501 
4191 4221 5391 5901 
Note: Table 1 is taken from [44J, where 95 values of L: were listed as possible exceptions including L’= 1066, 
but this number was solved in [74] and is not to be listed as a possible exception. 
When k = 7, Hanani proved in [21] that the necessary condition (2.1) is sufficient for 
the existence of a BIBD B [7,& v] whenever 1=0,6,7,12,18,24,30,35,36 (mod 42), or 
2 > 30 and (A, 6) = 1. Recently, Hanani [20] further proved the sufficiency for i = 3 and 
21, with some possible exceptions of A= 3 and v = 323,351,407,5 19,525,575,665. 
More recently, it was proved in [76] that a B[7, i; v] exists for A= 14 and 28 iff (2.1) 
holds except possibly when 1,= 14 and v= 58,82,94. Combining all these results we 
are able to show the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A and v>7 be positive integers. The condition (2.1) is necessary and 
suficientfor the existence ofa BIBD B[7,4 u] whenever /1>,23 and 1~{6,7, 12, 13, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21). 
For the remaining ;1, it has been proved in [69] that a B[7,1; v] exists if v 3 343687 
and (2.1) holds. It does not appear difficult to obtain a concrete bound v,, such that 
a B [7,2; v] exists if v 3 v0 and (2.1) holds. Therefore, condition (2.1) is sufficient for 
k=7 and any (v, 2) except a finite number of pairs (v, A). However, much work still 
needs to be done in order to complete the existence problem of BIBDs B[7,& v]. 
When k = 8 and J_ = 1, it has been proved in Cl83 that for all v > 21897 the necessary 
condition (2.1) is sufficient. We now mention three new constructions used in proving 
Theorem 2.3, which also seem to be useful elsewhere. 
Let X be a finite set of points, 9 a family of distinct subsets of X called groups which 
partition X, and & a collection of subsets of X called blocks. Let v and i be positive 
integers and K and M sets of positive integers. A design (X, 9, &) is called a group 
divisible design (GDD) GD[K, ;1, M; v] if 
(i) 1X1=0, 
(ii) (ICI: G<‘S} c M, 
(iii) { 1 BJ: BE&~ c K, 
(iv) IGnBI < 1 for every GE% and every BE&, 
(v) every pairset {x, yl c X such that x and y belong to distinct groups is con- 
tained in exactly 1, blocks of d. 
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If 9 contains tl groups of size ml, t, groups of size m2, . . . , and t, groups of size m,, 
we call my my . . . rn: the group type (or type) of the GDD. We call J. the index of the 
design. 
A B[k, 2; u]( Y, 93) is called a subdesign of a B[k, 3.; u](X, s!) if Y c X and a c d. 
The B[k, I,; u] containing a subdesign B[k, A; u] is denoted by B,[k, A; u]. 
Construction 2.4. Suppose there exists a B[kl, A,; u] containing a set of blocks 
such that each point appears in these blocks exactly A1 times. If there 
exist a GD[k, i,,, {m}; k,m] and a B,[k, AZ; mk,+d], then there exists 
a B,[k, A1A2; mu+d]. 
Construction 2.5. Suppose there exist a GD[K, A, M,; v+n] with group type 
my . . . m$n’ and a GD[K, A’, M,; u+n +am] with group type my . . . m$(n+am)‘, 
where A= (a - 1)A’. Then there exists a GD [K, 2 + I’, Ma; u + n + m] with group type 
m:’ . ..m$(n+m)l. 
A GDCK~,{l};~l (X,S,dc4) with group type 1” is called a pairwise balanced 
design, denoted by (X, &) or (u, K, A)-PBD. A (u, {k}, A)-PBD is simply a BIBD 
B[k, A; u]. 
Construction 2.6. Suppose (X, ‘9, &) is a GD[K, A, M; u], where Q= {G,, G2,. . . , GA+,}. 
Then there exists a PBD (X u Z, 9#) with index i + 1, where X n Z = 4, (Z I= 0 or 1, 
and ~=~uu(GiuGjUZ: 1 <i,j<1+2, i#j}. 
A special case of Construction 2.5 was first stated and used in packing problems (see 
[67]). Other than these constructions, some further techniques were used in proving 
Theorem 2.3, which we state below in a more general form. Denote 
B(k, I_)= (u: a BIBD B[k, 1; u] exists}, 
H(k, l)={u: u3 k, and u satisfies (2.1) for a given A}, 
L(k)= {A: H(k, A) c B(k, A)}. 
Lemma 2.7. IfH(k, n+p) c B(k, A)nB(k, p), then A+~LEL(~). 
Proof. For any uEB(k, /Z)nB(k, p) there exist a B[k, 1; u] (X, ~2) and a B[k, p; u] 
(X, ~8). We can obtain a B[k, A+p; u] (X, &‘uU). Then uEB(k, A+p) and 
B(k, A) n B(k, p) c B(k, A +p). It follows that H(k, i +p) c B(k, A +p) and 
2 +pEL(k). q 
Lemma 2.8. Zf A., pEL(k) and H(k, A+p) c H(k, i)nH(k, p), then A+pWk). 
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Proof. Since 2, ,EL(~), we have H(k, A) c B(k, 1) and H(k, 11) c B(k, p). Therefore, 
H(k, A+p) c H(k, A)nH(k, p) c B(k, i)nB(k, p). By Lemma 2.7, we have 
i+p~L(k). 0 
3. Resolvable balanced incomplete block designs (RBIBDs) 
Let (X, 9, &‘) be a GD[K, ;I, M; v]. For d, cd and any XEX, if x appears in 
exactly one block of &‘I, we call d1 a par&l class of the GDD. If d can be 
partitioned into disjoint parallel classes, we call the GDD resolvable, and denote it by 
RGD[K, E,, M; v]. Accordingly, an RGD[ {k}, 1, (13; v] is called a resolvable 
BIBD(RBIBD), and denoted by RB[k, A; v]. By the definition we have a further 
necessary condition v-0 (mod k) for the existence of an RBIBD. Combining it with 
(2.1) we know that if an RBIBD RB[k, 3,; v] exists, then 
v = 0 (mod k), 
;l(v-l)=O(mod k-l). 
(3.1) 
Since a B[6, 1; 361 does not exist from Theorem 2.2, there does not exist an RBIBD 
RB[6, 1; 361. Therefore, (3.1) cannot always be sufficient. However, an asymptotic 
sufficiency has been obtained by Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [49] for 2 = 1 and by Lu 
[34] for general A. 
Theorem 3.1. For given positive integers k and A, exceptjnitely many positive integers 
u, an RB[k, 2; u] exists if and only if us0 (mod k) and n(u- 1)zO (mod k- 1). 
Unfortunately, the number of ‘finitely many positive integers’ in Theorem 3.1 is not 
specified and may be very large. So there is still the need for a special k to discuss the 
existence of an RB [k, ;L; v]. When k = 3 and 2 = 1, the existence of an RB [3, 1; u] is the 
famous Kirkman’s schoolgirl problem, which was solved in 1971 by Ray-Chaudhuri 
and Wilson [48]. The case when k=4 and A= 1 was solved in 1972 by Hanani et al. 
[22]. However, Lu Jiaxi [35,36], a famous Chinese mathematician known by his 
work on large sets of disjoint Steiner triple systems, also solved the two existence 
problems given above. A manuscript dated 1965 was found after his sudden death, 
which will be published soon in a volume of his selected works. For 1 B 1 and k = 3,4, 
several authors have discussed the existence problem and a complete solution was 
provided in an unpublished manuscript by Shen and Wallis [57]. 
Theorem 3.2. For k= 3 or 4, the necessary condition (3.1) for the existence of an 
RB [k, ,2; v] is also su&ficient, except for k = 3, A E 2 (mod 4) and v= 6, in which cases 
there does not exist an RB[3, i; 63. 
We shall mention here two recursive constructions which played an important 
role in proving Theorem 3.2. Let (X, &) be an RB[k, 1; v] having parallel classes 
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&I, d2, ... f d,. Let (Y, &9) be an RB [k, 1; u] having paralle classes gl, 9S9,, . . . , gt. If 
X 1 Y and pi 3 pi, 1~ i<t, we say that the first design contains the second as 
a subdesign, which is denoted by an RB,[k, 1; u]. 
A GDCCk), 1, {m}; km1 IS called a transversal design, denoted by TD(k, m) or 
T(k, m). If the GDD is resolvable, then the TD is also resolvable and denoted by 
RTD(k, m). It is well known that the existence of a TD(k, m) is equivalent to the 
existence of k - 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of order m and further 
equivalent to the existence of an RTD (k - 1, m). 
Construction 3.3 (Ray-Chauduri and Wilson [48]). If there exist an RB[k, 1; ~1, 
an RB,[k, 1; (k- l)m+ w] (or w = l), and an RTD(k, m), then there exists an 
RB[k, l;m(v-l)+w]. 
The next construction was originally due to Harrison for A= 1, which is not in the 
general form. 
Construction 3.4 (Harrison [48]). If there exist an RB[k, 1; kq,], an RB[k, %, kq,], 
and an RTD(k, qZ), then there exists an RB,,,[k, A; kq,q,]. 
Recently, a new recursive construction was found in [75]. Here we state its general 
form (see [70]). A subset of blocks in a BIBD is called a partial parallel class if the 
subset consists of pairwise disjoint blocks. 
Construction 3.5. Suppose (X, d) and (Y, g) are an RB[k, i; u] and a B[k, A; v], 
respectively. Suppose g can be partitioned into s disjoint partial parallel classes, 
where s < A(u + u - 2)/(k - 1). If there is an RTD(k, u), then there exists an RB [k, A; au]. 
Recently, Stinson [61] introduced the new concept of a Kirkman frame, which was 
later generalized in [40]. This concept is quite useful in uniformly dealing with 
resolvable designs. 
Let (X, 9, &) be a GD[K, 3,, M; v]. For GEM and P c &‘, if P partitions the set 
X\G, we call P a holey parallel class with hole G. If d can be partitioned into holey 
parallel classes, the GDD is called a (K, %)-frame. The group type of the GDD is called 
a type of the frame. Denote a ((k), 3,)-f rame briefly by (k, i)-frame. The following is 
a generalization of [61, Theorem 1.21 (see [40]). 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose (X, 9, d) is a (k, A)-frame. Then for any GM, there are exactly 
AI Gl/(k- 1) holey parallel clusses with hole G. 
From Lemma 3.6 and the definition we have the following necessary condition for 
the existence of a (k, A)-frame. 
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Lemma 3.7. If a (k, /I)-frame with type t” exists, then 
u3k+l, 
(u-l)tzO(mod k), 
itzO(modk-1). 
(3.2) 
It has been proved in [2, 611 that (3.2) is also sufficient for the existence of a (3, A)- 
frame. 
Theorem 3.8. There exists a (3, A)-frame with type t” if and only if2t is even, u 34, and 
(u-l)t=O(mod3). 
The following construction ([40, Theorems 3.9 and 3.101) provided a way to obtain 
RBlBDs by using frames. 
Construction 3.9. Suppose (X, 9, ~2) is a (k, A)-frame such that for some GO~Y, 
an RB[k, A; [Go I+ w] exists and for any other GEY, an RB,[k, A; ) GI + w] exists, 
where WEO(modk) or w=l. Then there exists an RB,.,,+,[k,A; JXl+w]. If an 
RB,[k, 1; lGol + w] also exists, then there exists an RB,[k, 2; (XJ + w]. 
In what follows we shall describe several ways to obtain frames (see [40, 611). 
Lemma 3.10 (GDD construction). Let (X, 9, &‘) be a GDD of index unity, and let 
w:X-+Z+ v (0). (We say that w is a weighting.) For each AE&, suppose there is 
a (k, A)-frame of type IIIxsA w(x). Then there is a (k, 2)-frame of type ncCs(CxEcw(x)). 
Lemma 3.11 (inflation by TDs). Suppose there is a (k, A)-frame of type t, t2 . . . t,, and 
suppose there is an RTD(k, m). Then there is a (k, I)-frame of type n,,i,,(rntJ. 
Lemma 3.12 (filling in holes). Suppose there is a (k, &frame of type t, tZ . . . t,, and 
let ~20. For 1 <i<n, suppose there is u (k, i)-frame of type (njErci,tij).z, where 
CjsrCijtij=ti. Then there is u (k, /l)-frame of type (nl,i,,njeI,iJtij)~+ 
Deleting one point from an RB[k, 1; v] and taking repeated blocks we can also 
obtain a (k, i)-frame. 
Lemma 3.13. Zf there exists an RB[k, 1; v], then there is a (k, ,I)-frame of type 
(k-1)(“-‘)/(k-11, where 2 is any positive integer. 
Now, we can give an alternative proof for Construction 3.3. In fact, the existence of 
an RB[k, 1; v] implies by Lemma 3.13 the existence of a (k, l)-frame of type 
(k-l)‘“- l)l(k-l). Using Lemma 3.11 and the existence of RTD(k, m), we obtain 
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a (k, 1)-frame of type ((k- l)m)‘“-“i’k-l). Then, the conclusion of Construction 3.3 
follows from Construction 3.9. We can also give an alternative proof of the following 
important theorem which is the main tool in solving the schoolgirl problem. Let 
B(K)= {v: a (u, K, l)-PBD exists}. 
A set K of positive integers is called PBD-closed if B(K)= K. Let 
RE = {r: an RB[k, 1; (k- 1)r + l] exists). 
Theorem 3.14. The set Rt is PBD-closed. 
Proof Suppose ueB(R,*) namely a (u, R t, l)-PBD exists. For any rE Rz there exists an 
RB [k, 1; (k- l)r + l] and then a (k, 1)-frame of type (k- 1)’ by Lemma 3.13. Applying 
Lemma 3.10 and giving weight k- 1 to each point of the (u, Rz, l)-PBD, we obtain 
a (k, 1)-frame of type (k- 1)“. Applying Construction 3.9 with w = 1, we obtain an 
RB[k, 1; (k- l)v+ 11. Therefore, UER,$ and B(RE)=Rt. The proof is complete. 0 
The next construction for a (k, A)-frame first appeared implicitly in [34, Theorem 31. 
For given k and A let ll,, =(k- 1, iti), and let 6 = (k - l)/&. Denote by H” the unique 
subgroup of order (q- 1)/e of the cyclic multiplicative group GF(q)*. The cosets 
He= H”,, H;, . . . , HE_, of H” are defined by 
Hk={O’: t-m(mod e)}, 
where 19 is a primitive element of GF(q). Let I,= { 1,2, . . . , m}. Let Q(k, A) denote all 
prime powers q such that there exist 6 k-tuples of GF(q), Bi=(b,, , hi2, . . . , hik), (iela) 
satisfying: 
(i) b,~H$i+ i for any REIN and any jElk; 
(ii) bij- bij. and b,j-b,j, belong to the same coset of Hks for any ills and any 
j,j’EI, (j Zj’); 
(iii) for any coset of H k6 there are exactly & of the k(k - 1) differences b,j- b,j, 
(j, j’Elk, j#j’) belonging to the coset. 
As an example we have 67~Q(3, 1). In fact, B1 =(3,32, 57) and B,=(lO, 14, 29) 
satisfy the conditions (i)-(iii). 
Construction 3.15. If qEQ(k, 3,) and an RTD(k, 6~) exists, then there exists a (k, lo)- 
frame of type (&z)~. 
Proof. Suppose there is an RTD(k, 6n) on Ik x Ia,, having groups {x} x Id,, for xelk and 
parallel classes T~i, “), where iEI, and UEZ,. Let X = I, x Idn and let ??={ (x} x Id,,: 
xEGF(q)}. We shall form block set d such that (X, 3, d) becomes the required 
(k, &)-frame. 
Let rBi+a=(rbil+~,rb;z+~,...,rb,+U). Construct on (rBi+a)xIan an 
RTD(k, 6n) isomorphic to the RTD above and denote the corresponding parallel 
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classes by Tcj,u,(rBi+u), where jel, and UEI,. Let 
Po,u=(Tci,U,(rBi+a): i~ld and reHkd}, 
and let 
JJ= u P,,” 
a~GF(q),u~ln 
For any (x, u), (y, w)EGF(q) x Idn and x # y, from condition (iii) there are A0 pairs 
(jh,jk) (jhZj&, mEZA,) such that blj~- bljG and x-y belong to the same coset of 
Hks. Suppose (j&, u) and (j$, w) belong to some block in Tci,,u). By condition 
(ii) bi,j~ - bi,jC and x-y belong to the same coset of Hk6. Therefore, there is 
a unique pair (Y,, a,)eHks x GF(q) such that 
rmbi,,jL+~m=X, r,,,bi_j;+~,=y. 
Then, (x, v) and (y, w) belong to some block of 7’ci_,,U)(r,Bi,,, +a,), mEllo. On the other 
hand, restricted by the total number of blocks in &, the occurrences for (x, II) and 
(y, w) in the same block of d cannot exceed lo times. This means that (X, 3, &) is 
a GD[k, 10; q&r]. By condition (i), UrCHka,iE16 rBi=GF(q)\{O} and each I’,,, is 
a holey parallel calss of the GDD. The proof is complete. q 
For the set Q(k, i), Lu obtained the following in [34, Lemma 21. 
Theorem 3.16. Suppose q is a prime power satisfying q >(kd)k(k+l), q E 1 (mod kd), and 
q- 1 +kS (mod 2k6) when kd is even. Then, qEQ(k, A). 
From Constructions 3.15 and 3.9 the following theorem ([34, Theorem 31) becomes 
evident. 
Theorem 3.17. Suppose qEQ(k, A). Suppose there exists an RTD(k, &I), where n is 
a positive integer. If there exists an RBk[k, 2; k+Sn], then there exists an 
RB,[k, I; k+dnq]. 
Lu mainly used this theorem and its more general form [34, Theorem 43 to obtain 
his asymptotic result mentioned in Theorem 3.1. We do not go much deeper here and 
the interested reader is referred to [34]. 
Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [49] conjectured that an RB [S, 1; v] exists if and only 
if u 3 5 and v = 5 (mod 20). The necessary condition has been verified to be sufficient in 
[12,73, 751 with at most 109 possible exceptions of v left undecided, of which the 
largest is v = 7845 and the smallest is v = 45. For the case of k = 5 and A = 4, it has been 
shown in [40] that for any integer v 3 37270 and v ~0 (mod 5) there exists an 
RB [S, 4; u]. However, for another basic case of k = 5 and A= 2, the author is unaware 
of any concrete bound of v for the existence of an RB[5,2; 01. Compared with 
Theorem 3.2, the existence problem for RBIBDs RB[5, A; u] is quite open. 
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4. Embedding of BIBDs 
If a B[k, 1; u] ( Y, g) is a subdesign of a B[k, 2; v] (X, &), namely, Y c X and 
9J c ~2, we say that the first design can be embedded into the second. The case u = v is 
trivial and we always assume V>U below. If (Y, &9) and (Y, &?‘) are both a B[k, /2; u] 
and (Y, g) can be embedded into a B[k, A; v] (X, &‘), then (X, (&‘\%9)u9#‘) is 
a B[k, A; v]. We call this the replacement property. Because of the property, (Y, 3’) 
can also be embedded into (X, &). Therefore, to determine whether a given B[k, A; u] 
can be embedded into some B[k, i; v] is equivalent to determining the existence of 
a B,[k, A; v]. 
Suppose there is a B,[k, 2; u]. Comparing the number of pairs contained in X\ Y 
and the number of pairs appearing in the blocks which intersect Y, we have 
i, 
v-u 
( > 
i(v-U) k-l 
2 
3k_l.U’ 
( 1 2 . 
This implies that v 2(k- l)u+ 1. On the other hand, for given k and A, u and v must 
satisfy (2.1). So we have the following necessary condition (4.1) for the existence of 
a B,[k, 3.; v]. 
,?(a-l), /Z(V-1)~O(mod k-l), 
Au(u - l), Av(u - 1) E 0 (mod k(k - 1)). 
u>(k-l)u+l. 
(4.1) 
Doyen and Wilson [ 171 proved that for k = 3 and /I = 1 the necessary condition (4.1) 
for the existence of a B,[3, 1; v] is also sufficient. This was generalized by Stern [SB] to 
the case of k = 3 and arbitrary i. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. For k = 3 and any A, a B,[3, A; v] exists if and only if (4.1) holds. 
It was Brouwer and Lenz [7, S] who started the discussion for k=4. Wei and the 
author [63, 641 continued the discussion for A= 1 and, finally, Rees and Stinson [52] 
finished the existence problem of a B,[4,1; v]. Despite the long period of time taken to 
obtain this result, the existence of a B, [4,1; u] for A > 1 was solved quickly. Rees and 
Rodger [SO] handled the case k = 4 and 1, = 2. Wei [62] solved the case k = 4 and i = 3. 
Finally, Kong [30] solved the case k=4 and A=6 very recently. Summarizing these 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. For k=4 and any 1, a B,[4, 2; v] exists if and only if(4.1) holds. 
Some new costructions in proving Theorem 4.2 appear to be worth mentioning 
here. If there are (u, K, A)-PBD (Y, a) and (v, K, A)-PBD (X, d) such that Y c X and 
~$9 c &, we also say that (Y, 9#) can be embedded in (X, &‘) as a subdesign. If the (Y, $) 
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is missing from (X, d), then we denote this design by (X, Y, &\a’) or (~1, u; K, A)- 
IPBD (here I stands for incomplete). We also call Y a hole of the design. In fact, the 
subdesign need not exist. This concept was generalized to contain two holes as follows 
(see [60]). An incomplete-0-PBD is a tuple (X, Y,, Yz, -QI), where Y, c X, Y, c X, 
and d is a set of blocks such that every pair of points (x, y> occurs in exactly 2 blocks, 
unless {x, y} c Y, or {x, y} c Y2, in which case the pair occurs in no block. We say 
that the 0-IPBD is a (v;w,,wz;wj;K,/2)-0-IPBD if 1X1=2;, IYrl=wi, (Y21=w2, 
1 Y1 n Y,l= wg and 1AlgK for every AE~. When ;1= 1, it is simply denoted by 
(u; wi, wz; w3; K)-0-IPBD. To describe a new recursive construction for IPBD, we 
further need the concept of IGDD. 
Informally, an incomplete GDD, or IGDD, is a GDD from which a sub-GDD is 
missing (this is the ‘hole’). Formally, an IGDD is a quadruple (X, Y, 9, &) which 
satisfies the following properties: 
(i) X is a set of points, and Y c X; 
(ii) 9 is a partition of X into groups; 
(iii) & is a set of blocks, each of which intersects each group in at most one point; 
(iv) no block contains two members of Y; 
(v) every pair of points {x, y} from distinct groups, such that at least one of x, y is 
in X\ Y, occurs in exactly 2 blocks of d. 
We say that an IGDD (X, Y, 9, &‘) is a (K, ;l)-IGDD if (A(EK for every block 
AC&, The type of the IGDD is defined to be the multiset of ordered pairs 
{(ICI, IGn YO: GEM} ( sometimes denoted by ncers( 1 GI, 1 G n Yl)). The following 
construction first appeared in [60] and proved to be very useful in dealing with 
embedding problems. 
Construction 4.3 (jihg in groups). Let K be a set of positive integers, and let 
b 3 a >O. Suppose that the following designs exist: 
(1) a (K &IGDD of type {(ti, ur), (t2, uJ, . . . , On, u,)}; 
(2) a (ti+b; U~+CI, b; U; K, A)-0-IPBD, for 1 <i<n- 1; 
(3) a (t,+ b, ~,+a; K, 1J-IPBD. 
Then there exists a (t+b, u+a; K, i)-IPBD, where t=Ci_ci<.ti and u=C~$~~,, ui. 
Now we shall give an outline of the proof in [30]. A Latin square of order n based on 
an n-set S is an n x n array such that each row and column contains each element in 
S exactly once. Two Latin squares A = (Uij) and B = (bij) on S are said to be orthogonal 
if ~(Uij, bij): 1 < i,j &n} =S x S. Without loss of generality we let S= 11, 2, . . . , n}. 
A Latin square based on S is idempotent if the (i, i) entry is i for 1~ i < n. If A and B are 
orthogonal idempotent Latin squares of order u, then (S, d) is a B[4, 12; u], where 
& consists of all blocks {i, j, aij, bij), i #j and 1 < i, j < 0. A Latin square is said to be 
self-orthogonal if the square and its transpose are orthogonal. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that a self-orthogonal Latin square is idempotent, and so is its 
transpose. Therefore, once the B[4, 12; v] (S, -02) contains a block (i,j, aij, aji}, it also 
contains the block {j, i, aji, aij}. Suppose C8 contains half the blocks in d, namely 
r. ~z,J, aij, aji}, 1 bi<j<v. (S, B) is then a B[4, 6; u]. 
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If a self-orthogonal idempotent Latin square based on { 1, 2, . . . , o) contains a self- 
orthogonal idempotent Latin square based on { 1,2, . . . , u} at the upper left corner and 
if we omit the subsquare, we call the square an incomplete self-orthogonal Latin square, 
denoted by ISOLS (u, u). For an ISOLS(u, u) the corresponding design (S, a’) becomes 
a B,[4,6; u] with the subdesign B [4,6; u] missing. Since by Theorem 2.1 a B[4,6; u] 
always exists for ~84, a B,[4,6; u] exists from the replacement property. We have 
shown that the existence of an ISOLS(u, u) implies the existence of a B,[4,6; u]. The 
existence of an ISOLS(v, u) has been almost completely solved in [25,26]. 
Theorem 4.4. For all u 3 3~ + 1, v # 6, there exists an ISOLS(v, u) except perhaps when 
(u, u)E{(6m+2, 2m): m> 1). 
The existence of a B, [4,6; 3u + 21 for even u remains to be considered. By using 
Construction 4.3 this infinite class of u can be reduced to several values of u which can 
be done by some direct constructions. 
An embedding problem for an RB[3,1; v] has also been solved recently in [53]. 
Theorem 4.5. An RB, [3, 1; u] exists if and only if z, = u = 3 (mod 6) and v 2 3~. 
Comparing Theorem 4.5 with Theorem 4.1 we leave the case i > 1, and then the 
basic case is 2 =2. The necessary condition for the existence of an RB,[3,2; r] 
becomes u = u = 0 (mod 3) and u 3 3~. But the suffciency remains an open problem. 
When k = 4, a partial result for the existence of an RB, [4, 1; u] was obtained in [lo]. 
It has been proved that an RB,[4,1; V] exists if u = v -4 (mod 12), u 3 304 and v 2 5u, 
while the necessary condition is that u = u = 4 (mod 12) and u > 4~. 
5. The group divisible designs (GDDs) 
The existence of a GD[k, i, m; urn] was first discussed in [21]. It is easy to obtain 
the necessary condition as in (5.1). 
u>k, 
%(u-l)m-O(mod k-l), (5.1) 
1,u(u - l)m2 ~0 (mod k(k - 1)). 
When m= 1 and u=v, the GDD becomes a BIBD and the condition (5.1) becomes 
(2.1). Hanani [21] proved the sufficiency for k= 3. 
Theorem 5.1. The necessary condition for the existence of a GD[3, i, m; urn], i.e. 
u33, 
n(u - 1)m = 0 (mod 2) (5.2) 
J”u(u - 1)~~ = 0 (mod 6) 
is also sujjicient. 
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When k=4, the same sufficiency has been established in [9]. 
Theorem 5.2. The necessary condition (5.1) for the existence of a GD[4, /1, m; urn] 
is also suficient, with the two exceptions of the nonexisting GD[4, 1,2; S] and 
GD [4, 1,6; 241. 
The existence of an RGD[k, A, m; urn] was discussed in [2,38, 51, 55, 561. The 
necessary condition is 
urn = 0 (mod k), 
A(u- l)m=O (mod k- 1). 
(5.3) 
When k = 3 and i. = 1, the following result was proved in [2, 511 
Theorem 5.3. The necessary condition (5.3)for the existence of’an RGD [3, 1, m; urn] is 
also sujicient with the exception ofthe nonexisting RGD[3, 1,2; 61, RGD[3, 1,2; 121 
and RGD[3, 1, 6; 1 S] and with the possible exception of RGD[3, 1, m; 6m], where 
m=2 or 10 (mod 12). 
For the remaining classes of RGD [3, 1, m; 6m], m- 2 or 10 (mod 12) there are 
some known examples such as an RGD[3, 1, 10,601 and an RGD [3, 1, 14; 841 (see 
[2]). When k = 3 and J > 1, a similar result was shown also in [Z]. 
When k =4 and 13= 1, Shen [55] gave a partial solution for the existence of an 
RGD[4,1, m; urn]. For m=3, (5.3) becomes u>4 and u-O(mod4). 
Theorem 5.4. An RGD[4,1,3; 3~) exists if u=O (mod 4), u>S and 3u$E, where 
E={84, 120, 132, 180,216, 264, 312, 324, 312,456, 552, 648, 660, 852, 864, 888). An 
RGD[4,1,3; 121 does not exist. When 3u~ E, the existence of an RGD[4, 1,3; 3u] 
remains unsettled. 
As an embedding problem for GDDs we also consider the existence of a (k, A)- 
IGDD of type (c, n)“. The necessary condition for the existence of a (k, l)-IGDD of 
type (0, n)” is 
v3(k- l)n, 
v(u- l)=O (mod k- l), 
(v - n)(u - 1) 3 0 (mod k - l), 
It has been proved in [41] that the condition (5.4) is also sufficient for k=3. 
(5.4) 
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Theorem 5.5. When k = 3 and i = 1, a (3, l)-IGDD of type (v, n)” exists if‘ and only 
if the condition (5.4) holds. 
When k > 3, the existence of a (k, l)-IGDD of type (v, n)k has been discussed. It has 
been shown in [24] that for n 2 2 a (4, l)-IGDD of type (c, n)4 exists if and only if 
a33n. It has also been shown in [71] that for nb 154 a (5, l)-IGDD of type (t., n)’ 
exists if and only if va4n. Equivalently, these results appeared as the embedding of 
MOLS or as incomplete transversal designs. 
In [59] a general construction for GDDs was given which serves to unify many 
well-known constructions for MOLS and PBDs. We restate the construction using 
a new idea of double GDDs. 
Let X be a c-set. Let RI, R1, . . . , R, be a partition of X and let Ci, Cz, . . . , C, be 
another partition of X such that RinCj=Gij and IGijl= tij. Let %= (Gij: 1 <i<r, 
1 < j G n). Let & be a collection of some subsets (called blocks) of X with block sizes in 
K. We call (X, 9, &‘) a double group divisible design (DGDD) if for any two points 
x and Y of X from Gij and Gsh, respectively, there is a unique bock AE& containing 
both x and y when i # s and j # h, otherwise when i= s or j = h no block AESZ can 
contain both x and y. We call the matrix T=(tij) the type of the design, and denote the 
design by K-DGDD. 
A DGDD can be thought of as a GDD with several missing sub-GDDs on 
C1, C1, . . . , C,. A GDD (X, {G,, GZ, . . . . G,), &‘) is also a DGDD where 
Ri= Gi(l f i < r) and the second partition is the same as the first one. An IGDD 
(X, Y, 9, .&) is a DGDD with groups as one partition R,, . . , R, and another parti- 
tion consisting of Y and some sets Ri\ Y, 1 < i<r. 
Construction 5.6. Suppose (Y, 2, g) is a GDD and n a positive integer. Let 
Wi: Y-Z+ u (0) for 1 Gi<n. Suppose for each BEG, there is a DGDD with block set 
JJB and type 7’B=(tE) where tij=Wi(yj), Yj~B, l<i<n, l<j<lBI. Then, there is 
a DGDD on x=Ul<i<nU ydCY1 x~wmx 14 having two partitions 
VJysY{Y) XI%(,) x {ii: l<idn) and {Ul~iCnUyaH{yj xZ,,(~)X {i): HEXI and 
having block set d = UseD ds. Here, the GDD and DGDDs all have block sizes 
from K. 
Suppose we have a DGDD (X, {Gij: 1 d i<r, 1 d j< n>, af) and there are GDDs 
(Ur,i,,_(GijU Yi), (Giiu Yi: 1 <idr}, ~j) for 1 < j<n each having sub-GDD 
(IJr<ic,Yi>{Yi: l<ibr),&‘s). It is easy to see that (XU(Ur<i,,Yi), 
:cu i<jenGij)u Yi: l<idrS, JJudrU(Uz<j<n ~j\~s)) is a GDD. It is hoped that 
the above procedure to obtain a GDD from some GDDs and a DGDD, which comes 
from Construction 5.6, will be of some help in clarifying the construction given in [59, 
Theorem 2. I]. 
From a GD[k, 1, m; mu] (X, {G,, . . . , G,}, &‘) we may define a mapping 
.f:X-tY={Y,,...,Yu) such that f’(X)=yi iff xgGi. Let f(A)={f(x): x~/l} and 
j”(&‘)={f(A): AE&‘~. Then (Y,f’(&‘)) IS a BIBD B[k, m2; u]. Conversely, we may 
construct a GDD from a BIBD. Let (Y, ?8) be a BIBD B[k, m; u]. Let G be an additive 
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group of order m. For each BED we define a mapping fB : B-G. If for any two points 
x and y in Y the m blocks containing them are B,, . . . , B, such that {fe,(x)-,fB (y): 
1~ i<m} = G, we call the BJBD a labelled BIBD, and its blocks are denoted by 
B* = {(x,~~(x)): XEB}, BE&?. 
Example 5.7. Let Y = {a, h, c, d, e} and let 
@: {a, b, c, d} 
{a, b, c, e) 
{a, b, d, ej 
(a, c, d, e) 
Ib, c, d, e>. 
The pair (Y, 69) is a BIBD B[4, 3; 51. Let G=Z,. We can label the BIBD as follows: 
((a, O), (b, O), (c, O), (4, 0)) 
((a, O), (b, l), (c, 9, (e, 0) ) 
{(a, O), (b, 2), (d, lh (e, 2)) 
{(a, O), (c, l), (d, 2), (e, 1)) 
{(b, O), (c, 2), (d, 1X (e, 1)). 
We then obtain a labelled BIBD. 
Theorem 5.8. lf there exists a labelled BIBD B[k, m; u], then there exists 
a GD[k, 1, m; urn]. 
Proof. Let the BIBD be ( Y, 97) and let X = Y x G, where G is an additive group of 
orderm.Let9={G,={y}xG:yEY}. LetdevB*={{(x,fs(x)+g):xEB}:ggG} and 
let 2zZ=u BE1 dev B*. It can be verified that (X, 9, &‘) is a GD[k, 1, m; urn]. 
The idea of labelled BIBDs was used implicitly by Wilson [65] and explicitly by 
Mendelsohn and Shen [38]. In [38] the resolvable designs were discussed. If we omit 
the resolvability, the definition for labelled BIBDs in [38] is equivalent to the one 
above, although they look slightly different. In [65], the idea of labelled BIBDs 
played an important role in solving the existence conjecture of BIBDs mentioned in 
Section 1. In fact, one starts with a B [k, g; n] (IV, 9l), where 4 is a prime power and uses 
it to obtain a B [k, qd; n] for a given d > n2. Let G be the additive group of a vector 
space Vof dimension d over GF(q). Let H be a subspace of dimension d - 1 of V. We 
may write the B[k, qd; n] as (N, g x H) and label its blocks (B, h) as {(i, cps(i)+ T,(h)): 
ieB}, where T1, T2, . . , T, are properly chosen linear transformations of V and 
(pB: B-+N are some mappings satisfying certain conditions. Actually, the idea of 
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labelled BIBDs has been used implicitly in many examples (see [S, VII Theorems 
7.2,7.4] and [22, Section 5 Lemmas 1,2]). The importance of the idea is that one can 
obtain designs with smaller indices from some designs with larger indices. It is not 
necessary that the resultant designs always have index unity, but we do not discuss the 
more general form here. 
6. Packing and covering designs 
A packing design or a scarce design SD(k, A; v, h) (a covering design or an ample 
design AD(k, i; U, h)) is a pair (X, g) where X is a v-set, and ?3 is a collection of some 
k-subsets (called blocks) of X having b blocks such that every pairset {x, y} c X is 
contained in at most (at least) i blocks of 39. 
An SD(k, jb; v, b) is said to be maximum if for any SD(k, i; u, b’) one always has 
b > 6’. The number b for a maximum packing design SD(k, i,; v, b) is called a packing 
number, denoted by D(k, 2; v). An AD(k, 1; u, b) is said to be minimum if for any 
AD(k, I_; u, b’) one always has b f b’. The number b for a minimum covering design 
AD(k, /1; v, b) is called a covering number, denoted by C(k, A; v). It is easy to see that 
Iv(v - 1) 
D(k, jL; v)<$(k, A; v)d--- 
k(k - 1) 
< +(k, 4 v) < C(k, A; v), 
where 
When v, k and 3, satisfy (2.1), an exact design B[k, 1; v] is both a maximum packing 
design and a minimum covering design. The main problem here is to determine the 
packing number D(k, A; v) and the covering number C(k, 2; v). 
For k = 3, these two numbers have been determined completely (see [Zl]). 
Theorem 6.1. For every positive integer II and ~33, 
C(3, I.; v)=4(3, IL; v)+c: 
and 
D(3, A; v)=$(3, %; v)-E’, 
where E= 1 if both v=1,-2 (mod 3) and i.(v- l)=O (mod 2) and E’= 1 if both 
v-A+1=2(mod3) and i(c-l)=O(mod2), and E=E’=O otherwise. 
For k = 4, Brouwer [6] showed for 2’ # 8-11, 17, 19 that 
O(4, 1; v)=+(4, 1; t’)-e, (6.1) 
where E = 1 for v = 7 or 10 (mod 12) and E = 0 otherwise. For the exceptional u we have 
in (6.1) ~=l if v~(9, 17}, e=2 if v~(8, 10, ll}, and ~=3 if v=19. Mills [42] showed 
that 
C(4, 1; v)=$(4, 1; v)+e, 
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where s=2 for v= 19, E = 1 for v~{7,9, lo}, and E =0 otherwise. For general 3., the 
numbers D(4, i; v) and C(4,1; v) have also been completely determined [l, 231. 
For k= 5 the determination of these two numbers are still open. For A= 1 
it has been shown (see [31,43,45,47]) that, for v-2 or 3 (mod 4), o# 15, 
C(5, 1; u)= $J (5, 1; v), and that if us 1 (mod4), and vf 13 (mod20) then 
C(5, 1; v) = +(5, 1: u) for all but 17 possible exceptions. It was also shown in [77] that if 
c’z 13 (mod 20), ~3933, then C(5, 1; v)= $(5, 1; v) + 1. Very little is known about the 
case v-0 (mod 4). For J. > 1, some discussion on C(5,?,; v) can be found in [47]. It has 
been shown that for any even v, C(5,2; u) = $(5,2; v). 
For packing number D(5, 1; v), some partial results can be found in [4, 681. We do 
not mention the details here since they are far from complete. But for D(5,2; v) there 
is a relatively neat result [67] that for any v>,5, except 48 values of v between 13 
and 526, 
D(5,2; v)=11/(5,2; u)--8, 
where F = 1 for v = 7 or 9 (mod 10) and E = 0 otherwise. 
An incomplete packing design ISD(k, J+; u(u), b) (incomplete covering design 
IAD(k, 1; v(u), b)) is a triple (X, Y, g), where X is a u-set, Y c X is a u-set, and L$? is 
a collection of some k-subsets (blocks) of X having b blocks such that every pairset 
{x, y} c X is contained in at most (at least) 1, blocks unless {x, y} c y. In this case no 
blocks contain the pairset. An ISD is called maximal, denoted by MISD(k, 2; c(u), b), if 
b = $(k, 2; u)- Il/(k, i; u). (6.2) 
An IAD is called minimal, denoted by MIAD(k, /1; u(u), b), if 
b=&k, 2, v)-&k, i; u). (6.3) 
The existence of an MISD(k, 1,; V(U), b) implies 
b + D(k, 2; u) < D(k, 2; v). (6.4) 
Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. If D(k, i; u)=$(k, i; u) and an MZSD(k, i; v(u), b) exists, rhen 
D(k, A; v)=+(k, A; v). 
Similarly, the existence of an MIAD(k, R; v(u), b) implies 
C(k, 3.; v) G b + C(k, i; u). 
We also have the following lemma. 
(6.5) 
Lemma 6.3. If C(k, 2.; u)=b(k, A; u) and an MlAD(k, A; D(U), b) exists, then 
C(k, 2.; v) = c#$k, I_; u). 
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Any (v, u; k, I)-IPBD is obviously both an ISD and an IAD. Is it also extreme? By 
simple counting we have the following result 
Lemma 6.4. Zf A(u- 1)-O (mod k- l), then any (v, u; k, $ZPBD is both an 
MISD(k, i; v(u), b) and an MIAD(k, 1,; u(u), b) where the IPBD contains h blocks. 
Although there are some powerful techniques (e.g. Construction 4.3) to obtain 
IPBD, the use of IPBD for SD and AD is restricted by its parameters, which must 
satisfy 
i(v--l)-A(u-l)=O(mod k-l), (6.6) 
A(v-u)(v+u- l)=O (mod k(k- 1)). (6.7) 
It is hoped that the known techniques such as Construction 4.3 may also work for 
MISD and MIAD. However, knowledge on this is very limited so far. A special case of 
Construction 4.3, namely the singular indirect product construction, was discussed in 
[47]. It is not difficult to see the following. 
Lemma 6.5. If there is a ({k}, EJ-IGDD of type {(t,, ul), (tz, uz), . . . , (t,, IA,,)}, and an 
ISD (or ZAD) (k, A; tj+ w(uj+ w), bj) for 1 d i <II, then there exists an ZSD (or ZAD) 
(k,~;W+C1ciQnti(W+C1~i~.Ui))b+C1~i,,bi) h w ere the IGDD contains b blocks. 
Unfortunately, the resulting ISD (or IAD) is not always extreme even though the 
input ISDs (or IADs) are. Under certain conditions Lemma 6.5 does provide an 
MISD or an MIAD (see [67, Construction 5.11 and [47, Lemma 3.51). It is worth 
finding more such conditions. 
Among other ways to construct extreme packing and covering designs we mention 
a construction similar to Construction 2.5 in the following example (see [67, 
Lemma 3.33) which combines two packing designs with smaller indices to form a new 
packing design with a larger index. 
Example 6.6. D(5, 2; 34)= 108. First, we can construct a (5, l)-GDD of type 3871 by 
adding infinite points to an RGD[4, 1, 3; 241. Taking five points in the group of size 
seven to form a block, we obtain an ISD (5, 1; 31(3), 43) (Z2s u Y, J&‘), where 
Y={ccl, co2, ~0~). Next, since a (37,9; 5, l)-IPBD (Z2,u{m1 ,..., cog}, %?) exists, 
we may replace points cu , , a 8, CE 9 by We, as, x6, respectively, whenever they 
occur in blocks of %. After replacing we denote the blocks by a*. It is obvious that 
iZ28U(~l,..., cc,), du.%*) is an ISD(5,2; 34(6), 106). Since $(5,2; 34)= 108 and 
D(5, 2; 6) = $(5,2; 6) = 2, the ISD is an MISD and we have D(5,2; 34) = 108. 
7. Large sets of disjoint triple systems 
A Steiner triple system of order u, denoted by STS(u), is called a BIBD B[3, 1; v]. 
Two STS(v)s (X, &) and (X, 9) are said to be disjoint if & nB= 8. For given v, denote 
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by D(v) the maximum number of pairwise disjoint STS(u)s. If D(v)=u-2, there are 
disjoint STS(v)s (X,&i), (X, zZ2), . . . , (X, d, _ J. We call them a large set of STS(v)s, 
denoted by LSTS(u). The existence of LSTS(U) has attracted much attention in past 
few years and has almost been completely solved. The following was proved in 
[35, 361. 
Theorem 7.1. Ifu= 1 or 3 (mod 6) D> 7, and u${ 141, 283, 501,789, 1501,2365}, then 
D(u)=u-2. 
Lu left a draft for his seventh paper intending to solve the six outstanding cases. He 
divided the task into four steps, and the main idea is to use the concept of an LD 
design with a sub-LD design. 
Let X be an n-set. A design LD(X) or LD(n) is a set of 2X (x runs over X), _I?~ and 
8’ satisfying the following conditions (CiHC,): 
(C,) Each 2, consists of ordered triples of X\(x). Each of the _P1 and P” consists 
of ordered quadruples of X. 
(C,) For any XEX, (Fz x(X\(x)), gs, J.&‘J forms a transversal design T(3, n- 1) 
where F4*=GF(4)\{0}, gx={(z} x(X\{x}): =F4*}, and Ax={((go, x~),k~~,xl), 
(s2, x2)) :cG3* Xl, XZN9x), FX={gO, cc3 s”>. 
(C,) For any je{l, 2}, (F4 x X, 9, A”) forms a transversal design T(4, n), where 
%={{z} xX: ZEF~}, F,=GF(4), and &j={{(g”, x0), (gr, ?c,), (g2, x2), (0, x3)}: 
(x0, Xl, x2, x,Wy. 
(C,) There exists an element C~EX such that for arbitrary x6X and je{l, 21, 
(x, x, x, cO) belongs to _%‘j. 
(C,) For any ordered triple (x0, x1, x2) of the set X, either there exists x such that 
(x0, xi, x~)E_P~, or there exists xj andj such that (x0, xi, x2, x~)E_!Z~. 
Suppose LD(X)= {Zz: XEX} u{P’r, _P?“‘}, and LD( Y)= (9;: ye Y} u {P”l, y’2}. 
If Y c X and YP; c _?Zy(V~~ Y), y’j c P’j(j= 1,2), we say that LD(X) contains LD( r) 
as a subdesign. Because of the replacement property we may denote by D, the set of 
all integers n such that there exists an LD(n) containing any given LD(m) as a sub- 
design. Lu gave a recursive construction in his draft. 
Theorem 7.2. If q and q’ are both prime powers, q> 5, and m is a positive integer, 
m+q’eD,, then m+qq’ED,+,,. 
Lu made his plan in the following four steps: 
Step 1: For q > 5 prove Theorem 7.2. 
Step 2: For q = 5 prove Theorem 7.2. 
Step 3: Construct an LD(47). 
Step 4: Construct an LD(39) containing a subdesign LD(7). 
In fact, taking m = 7, q’ = 32 and q = 5,8 in Theorem 7.2 we have 167 = 7 + 5.32~0,~ 
and 263 = 7 + 8.32~0,~ since 39 = 7 + 326D,. We then apply the following theorem. 
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Theorem 7.3 (Lu [35, III]). Zfthere exist both an LD(n) and an LSTS(2 + n), then there 
exists an LSTS(3n) also. 
The existence of LSTS(49), LSTS(169) and LSTS(265) comes from Theorem 7.1. 
Therefore, the existence of LD(47), LD(167) and LD(263) implies, by Theorem 7.3, 
that D(u)=v-2for UE{ 141,501,789}. From an LSTS(141) and the following theorem 
we obtain an LSTS(283). 
Theorem 7.4 (Rosa [54]). If D(C) = v - 2 and u 3 7, then D(2v + 1) = 2v - 1. 
Applying the following theorem with p=l and using the known LSTS(501) and 
LSTS(789) we obtain an LSTS(1501) and an LSTS(2365). Thus, the six outstanding 
cases can be solved completely. 
Theorem 7.5 (Lu [36, IV]). 1fO(l+4n)=4n- 1, n is a positive integer, and p~{l, 2, 5}, 
then D(1 + 12pn)= 12 pn- 1. 
Unfortunately, Lu only proved Step 1 because of his sudden death. Later, Liu [33] 
solved Step 2. As far as the author knows, Steps 3 and 4 are still open, although some 
people did some computer searches without success.l 
A similar but more difficult question, known as Sylvester’s problem, is as follows. 
A Kirkman triple system of order u, denoted by KTS(V), is an RBIBD RB[3, 1; ~1. 
A large set of KTS(a), denoted by LKTS(u), is an LSTS(v) such that each STS(u) is 
also a KTS(u). The existence problem of an LKTS(V) was first proposed by Sylvester 
and named after him (see [l l]), So far, knowledge about this problem is very limited. 
An LKTS(9) was found by Kirkman [29] and an LKTS(33) was found by Schreiber 
(see [14]). Denniston found an LKTS(15) in [16] with the aid of a computer and four 
other LKTS(U) for u = 51,75, 105 and 129 by some direct construction. He also gave in 
[13] a recursive construction to obtain an LKTS(3”) for any integer n 3 1. In [ 151 he 
further generalized the recursive construction and showed the following lemma. 
A KTS(v) is said to be transitive, denoted by TKTS(v), if the KTS(v) has sharply 
transitive automorphism group. 
Lemma 7.6. If there exists a TKTS(v) and cm LKTS(o), then there exists an LKTS(3%) 
for any integer n 3 0. 
Denniston pointed out in [ 153 that a TKTS( 15) exists from certain projective space, 
and proved the following. 
1 Note added (1st December 1989): A recent paper (preprint) by L. Teirlinck “A completion of Lu’s 
determination of the spectrum for large sets of disjoint S!einer triple systems” has solved the six remaining 
cases using a PBD construction for LD(n) due to Teirlinck. Steps 3 and 4 can also be done by the PBD 
construction since both (47, (4, 5, 7}, I)-PBD and (39, j4, 5, 7, 8), lJ-PBD exist. 
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Lemma 7.7. If q = 6t + 1 is a prime power, then there exists a TKTS(3q). 
We then know the existence of an LKTS(3”o) for n > 0, where v = 3, 15,75 and 129. 
Very recently, Wu [66] showed the existence of a TKTS(V) for v= 33,51 and 105, 
which implies the existence of an LKTS(3”v) for n 2 0. Summarizing these we have the 
following theorem, which to the author’s knowledge is the best result to date. 
Theorem 7.8. An LKTS(3”m) existsfor any positive integer n and me{l, 5, 11, 17, 25, 
35, 433. 
Let x, y, z be distinct elements of a set S. By a cyclic triple (x, y, z) we mean a set of 
three ordered pairs (x, y), (y, z) and (z, x). From a triple (x, y, z} we can obtain only 
two cyclic triples, namely (x, y, z> and ( y, x, z>. A pair (S, r;4) is called a Mendelsohn 
triple system of order v, denoted by MTS(U), if S is a v-set and & is a collection of some 
cyclic triples of elements of S (called blocks) such that every ordered pair of distinct 
elements of S appears in exactly one block of d. It has been proved in [39] that the 
spectrum of MTS(v)s is the set of all v = 0 or 1 (mod 3), v > 1, except v = 6. An MTS(v) 
is a special case of an interesting kind of design called a perfect Mendelsohn design 
(PMD). For more about PMDs, see [3,72]. 
Two MTS(v)s (S, _,P) and (S, g) are said to be disjoint if &n.%? =@. For given 
v denote by D,(v) the maximum number of pairwise disjoint MTS(v)s. It is easy to see 
that DM(v) < v - 2. If D,(v) = v - 2, we say that the set of disjoint MTS(v)s is a large set 
of MTS(v)s, denoted by LMTS(v). 
If we replace each triple {x, y, z} in an STS(tl) by (x, y, z) and (y, x, z), we obtain 
an MTS(v). Therefore, the existence of an LSTS(v) implies that of an LMTS(v), where 
v= 1 or 3 (mod 6). This approach will leave seven values of u from Theorem 7.1 
including v = 7. An alternative and better approach was provided in [28] as follows. 
Theorem 7.9. Zf us 1 or 3 (mod 6) v> 1, then there exists an LMTS(v). 
Proof. Let S= {a, bf ~2,. An LMTS(u) consists of u MTS(v)s (S, Wi), iEZ,, where %Yi 
contains the following blocks: 
(1) (a, b, i>, <b, a, i>; 
(2) (a, x+i, -2x+i), (b, -2x+i, x+i), where x~Z,\{0}; 
(3) (x, y, z), (y, x, z), where x, y, z are distinct elements in Z, such that 
x+y+z=3i (mod u). 
Each MTS(u) (S, a) in Theorem 7.9 has the property that (a, b, X)E.CB iff 
(b, a, X)EJ~~ and (a, x, y)eB iff (b,y, X)EB for x, yES\{a, b}. We call such an 
MTS(U) a symmetric MTS(V), denoted by SMTS(o). Accordingly, we denote by 
LSMTS(u) an LMTS(U) with each MTS(u) being symmetric. An LSMTS(o) can be 
used in some recursive constructions as follows. 
Lemma 7.10. lf there exists an LSMTS(m+2), then there exists an LMTS(2m+2). 
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As an immediate corollary of Theorem 7.9 and Lemma 7.10, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 7.11. If u = 0 or 4 (mod 12), 2’ 3 4, then there exists an LMTS(V). 
This then leaves the values u-6 or 10 (mod 12) for which the existence of an 
LMTS(u) is not known. Some of these values can be handled using various construc- 
tions, but the question is still open. Among these constructions the following ones 
seem to be the most helpful. 
Lemma 7.12 (Lindner [32]). If there exists un LMTS(u+ l), then there exists an 
LMTS(30 + 1) also. 
Lemma 7.13 (Lindner [32]). If th ere exists an LMTS(u), then there exists an 
LMTS(3u) also. 
Lemma 7.14 (Kang and Chang [28]). If there exists an LSMTS(p f2) and an 
LMTS( 4 + 2), 4 2 3, then there exists an LMTS( pq + 2) also. 
8. Concluding remarks 
In Section 1, we mentioned the existence conjecture of BIBDs and its solution by 
Wilson [65]. Since Wilson’s theory did not provide a concrete bound M(k, I+), the 
problem of obtaining the bound M(k, A) explicitly from k and 2 still remains. 
In Section 2, we mentioned some recent results on the existence of BIBDs B [k, A; u] 
with k=6, 7 and 8, but the existence of those is still open. 
In Section 3, a complete solution for the existence of an RBIBD RB[k, 2; a] was 
described when k = 3 or 4 in Theorem 3.2. The case when k = 5 is open. The concept of 
a (K, /2)-frame was discussed and it is believed that the concept will be useful in further 
discussions of RBIBDs. 
In Section 4, we described the complete solution on embeddings of BIBDs for k = 3 
and 4 in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Embeddings for RB[3, 1; o] are also 
solved in Theorem 4.5, but still open for RB[3,& a] (i> 1) and for RB[4, 3,; v]. 
In Section 5, we mentioned the complete solution for the existence of 
a GD [k, 2, m; urn] when k = 3 or 4 in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. For RGDDs 
the same existence problem is still open. Some embedding results on GDDs were also 
mentioned. We also discussed the general construction for GDDs and the idea of 
labelled BIBDs. 
In Section 6, we mentioned the complete determination of the packing number 
D(k, A; v) and the covering number C(k, 1; ZI) for k = 3 and 4. The same problem is still 
open for k = 5, but we mentioned some partial resutls. We also discussed the concept 
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of maximal incomplete packing design and minimal incomplete covering design, 
which has played and will still play, an important role in the investigation of packing 
and covering designs. 
In Section 7, large sets of various triple systems including STS, KTS and MTS were 
discussed. We mentioned Lu’s plan to deal with the remaining six values of u for 
LSTS(u) and the completion of the spectrum of LSTS(u) in Teirlinck’s recent paper. 
However, the existence of large sets of KTS(u) and MTS(V) remains open. 
Added in proof (27th July, 1993): Since the paper was written, much progress has 
been made on the open problems mentioned in this paper. We add the following 
points. 
(1) For a concrete bound M(k, n) in Wilson’s theory, Chang [lOa] has shown that 
for k>, 3, I_= 1 and u= 1 (mod k(k- l)), there exists a bound M(k, l)=~l~~~“-“, where 
u=(;k2(k-l))k’k-1), such that a B[k, 1; U] exists whenever v > M(k, 1). This serves as 
the first step towards solving the existence of such a bound M(k,A). 
(2) The seven possible exceptions in [20] have been removed by Yin and Wu [68a], 
Greig [18a] and Zhu [72a]. For 3,= 14 the three possible exceptions have also been 
constructed in [18a]. With these and the constructions in [18a] one can extend 
Theorem 2.3 to include i~{3,9,11,14,15}. Some new results on the existence of 
BIBDs for 6 d k d 9 can also be found in Greig [ 18b, 18c, 18d]. 
(3) A volume of Lu’s selected works has been published in [36a]. It has been proved 
in [40a] that (3.1) is sufficient for the existence of an RB[S, 4; u] for v > 1535. A similar 
concrete bound of v has also been found in [4la] for the existence of an RB[S, 2; 01. 
(4) The existence of a B,[4,6; U] will be published in [30a]. Shen and Wang [57a] 
have completely solved the embeddings of RB[3,1; v] for any A. 
(5) The existence of an RGD[3, ;1, m; urn] has been completely solved by Rees [49a]. 
Several values in Theorem 5.4 have been removed in [53a], which are 120, 180, 216, 
3 12,324,648 and 888. The existence of a (3, /2)-IGDD of type (u, n)” for any 1 has been 
solved in [65a]. In [l la] it has been proved that a (4,1)-IGDD of type (u, n)’ exists if 
and only if u 2 3n and u-n is even. For DGDDs we mention some recent papers 
[la, 62a, 40b]. 
(6) There is a recent survey on packing and covering designs by Mills and Mullin 
[43a]. 
(7) A recent survey on large sets of disjoint designs is available now, see Teirlinck 
[6la]. The existence of an LMTS(v) has been finally solved in [28a]. 
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